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It's time to
explode

the

myths about

our
BENNARD R. WIESE

college youth

Associate Professor of Sociology

For almost a decade, we have been listening to, and
sharing in a profoundly unwarranted and undeserved criticism of our college students. We have accused them of
being apathetic, disinterested, non-conforming retels and
revolutuonaries who are self-concerned "now centered I"
critical of and resistant to the traditional values that we
adults hold onto with great energy and persistency. Many
of us, who work with these young people in very personal
and intimate ways realize the unfairness of these criticisms,
which have often caused out youngsters to experience individual struggles far beyond their ability to handle.
I

What are the majority of college students really like?
Perhaps the summer experiences of a few Northwestern
students will give some insight. This summer I had the
privilege of visiting many sites, agencies, institutions, and
camps where students from Northwestern were giving of
themselves so that others "might have life, and have it more
abundantly. "
One of the places I visited was Glenwood State Hospital in Iowa where four students from Northwestern College were spending ten weeks working with severely retarded children. For a ward of twelve to sixteen boys the
Northwestern students helped make an institutionalized
experience more human as they ministered to the most
elementary physical needs.
A summer working with the "beautiful people," so
called because of the directness, the uninhibitedness, the
reality, the absence of facades of the retarded, will have
a lasting impact on these students. They will have developed a sensitivity to human needs which can be learned
in no other way. They will have a new awareness of human
existence outside their own safe, secure world. I am certain that the experience will challenge one or more to make
a career of this type of service.
I visited with five students at Camp Sunnyside, the
Iowa Christmas Seal Camp at Des Moines, Iowa. The students served as counselors, cabin advisors, therapists, and
assistants meeting the needs of hundreds of physically and
mentally handicapped children and adults. Five different
groups came throughout the summer staying for two
weeks. After this summer ministry, suffering, deprivation,
being physically and mentally handicapped will have a different meaning to these students

In the Fort Dodge office of the Iowa Children's and
Family Services, I visited with a Northwestern College
student involved in working with family problems, adoptions, foster home care, and agency referrals.
At the County Workhouse in St. Paul, Minnesota, a student spent the summer counseling short term inmates
helping them meet their various economic, social, family,
and personal needs as they spent from thirty days to one
year behind bars.
In the Social Service Department of Minneapolis General Hospital, downtown Minneapolis, a student invested
her summer counseling and referring patients from the
emergency ward helping them to meet their many and
varied needs.
In the hills of Kentucky, on the edge of Appalachia,
two students spent their summer at Annville Institute, Annville, Kentucky, conducting Bible School, Day Camp, and
church services so that the message of Christ the Saviour
of the world could be heard by scores of "hill people."
Within the past few weeks a group of college students
and young people from our Orange City, Iowa, community
organized a singing group to tell the world of God's love,
and of their dream for mankind; "Peace on earth and good
will toward men." The group was entirely organized and
the program was produced by the young people who
spent hundreds of hours preparing.
Many other students served in other ways wherever
they could find a need and an opportunity. The basic problem, however, is that we as adults are not willing to make
enough of these opportunities available to them. Perhaps
this is because it is the adult generation that is trapped in
the "now", the present. Perhaps we give too much importance to our economic institutions which we hope will
protect our vested interest-i-to our religious institutions
steeped with tradition, security, sameness-to our educational institutions geared to confer status, to insure the
acquisition of more goods. If only we could see that the
young persons involvement in the "real world" is as important as new buildings, air conditioners, new organs and a
multitude of other "good" expenditures, If we did some of
the most significant reforms of this century would be made
by Christian young people as they "go where the action is."

Act 1, Scene 2,
From Church
to Theatre
THEORA

ENGLAND

Northwestern
realized a dream last spring
when the old American Church was obtained
for a college drama center. Since July 15,
faculty members of the theatre staff, with
the help of several students, have been moving costumes, hanging Iights, changing the
choir loft and pulpit into a stage, scrubbing
and cleaning, and readying the place for storage, classes, and other departmental
activities. All this is to be done before the premiere production, Arms and the Man by
George Bernard Shaw, on October 8.
From church to theatre is not a drastic
step. Drama and worship were born together.
Man's first shrine was a place set apart for his
petitions for rain, for sunshine, for survival.
In the course of time these favorite places
became the scene of creative dramatics
marked by playing spaces and by shelter
against the weather. The world then knew its
first play, its first theatre, its first place of
worship. Later, during the Middle Ages,
drama relied upon the church for its home
and its nurture. Today, drama is still the
handmaiden
of ritual.
Great plays of geniune religious significance have been written by the foremost
playwrights of England, France, Germany,
Italy, Russia, Scandinavia, and Spain. These
playwrights have turned to the tension of life
that have to do with man, his meaning, and
his relation to values and purposes that are
fundamentally
religious.
As you might expect, there have been differences of opinion between church and
theatre. There has existed since the days of
Picture from the first production,
and the Man.

Arms and

the early church fathers a type of intellectual puritanism distrustful of literary culture.
This puritanism insisted upon separation of
the wisdom of the saints from all secular
science and culture. There are still vestiges of
this ancient argument; yet church and theatre
have never really been able to ignore each
other. The church has involuntarily
absorbed
certain elements of stage craft, while the
birth of drama occurred within the church
itself.
At Northwestern
College, theatre is a serious business. It is an integral part of the curriculum.
Careful study of the aims and purposes of
the three colleges sponsored by the Reformed Church in America discloses an interest in
providing a liberal education for their students, in developing them intellectually,
physically, and spiritually, in fulfi Iling them
as human beings, and in awakening an appreciation of their cultural heritage. The
aims and purposes of educational
theatre are
similar in several respects to these objectives
and hence its inclusion has found a valid and
significant function in their curriculum.
Classes are taught in Beginning Acting,
Stagecraft, Directing, Children's Theatre,
and Introduction
to the Theatre. The Adminsitration
and B-oard of Northwestern
have perceived the necessity of supplying
space for these classes. Here the student
learns of the significance of the historical
values of content, theory and research in
these areas, as does the student of chemistry
or biology learn these things in his laboratory. There the resemblance ceases. The student in chemistry, for instance, can achieve
perfection through laboratory
experiences
by himself-alone.
The student in Speech
and Theatre cannot do this. To complete
his laboratory
experience
he must have an
audience with whom he can communicateone he can learn to control, to stir to
laughter or tears, terror or remorse, or to persuade. It is necessary then to arrange a place
for an audience before whom the student
may appear.

The new Playhouse does furnish a comfortable, pleasant auditorium
for audiences,
and a lounge where coffee may be served
during intermission and where audience and
cast can meet and chat. The stage is flexible
and allows for experimentation.
The acoustics are good; the lighting equipment
is the
latest and most efficient. And in addition to
supplying excellent physical facilities, the
Playhouse makes it possible through participation in the dramatic activities to develop
the student's poise, self-confidence,
and
ability to express himself clearly, and to
enable him to understand
and to communicate with other people. He will be able to
broaden his cultural horizons and to develop
a deeper understanding
of his religious heritage.
So the transition has not been 50 great.
The Gothic Arch supported drama years ago.
It does today at Old American, which has become a fit place to present great dramas that
represent the relationship
of man to man
and man to God.

We Call It
flThe Playhouse"
KEITH

ALLEN

Make a church into a college drama center? "Impossible."
"Maybe, if you brick-up
the windows." "What will you do with the
pews?" These were some of the fi rst reactions by skeptics as Northwestern
began to
transform the old American Church into a
drama center.
For the enthusiast,
however, church into
theatre seemed quite natural and workable.
The auditorium
would remain, including the
balcony. The area under the balcony would
become the Greenroom.
The rostrum and
choir would be leveled and enlarged for the
stage. The narthex would be the ticket booth

and foyer. The basement would become the
rehearsal hall. The kitchen would remain intact. Classrooms would become storage
rooms. And so it is.
Every theatre building presents the same
basic challenge; to find the most suitable and
effective means to interpret a particular play.
The Playhouse is no exception. The auditorium, thirty-eight feet wide and fifty feet
long, is small and intimate. The pews are
gone and in their place are two hundred and
thirty theatre seats, acquired from an old
theatre building. A slightly sloping floor and
a stage raised eighteen inches provide good
sight lines for most seats.
As might be expected, the Playhouse has
some unique elements not usually associated
with the theatre. There is no curtained proscenium to divide the stage from the audience, and the old vestry rooms on either
side provide the place where young actors
await their cues. Finally, an additional one
hundred and ninety-two square feet of
thrust stage was added. All of these changes
provide a versatile setting which invites experimentation.
By day, soft colored light from the six
stained glass windows is diffused throughout
the interior. The gentle curve of these windows draws the eye upward to the open area
above. Here the beautiful white glass chandeliers, which once provided light for reading
hymn books, now provide light for scanning
playbills. The ceiling, pitched at twenty degrees, is an unbroken expanse of white rectangles separated by mahogany stained wooden beams that peak twenty-five feet overhead. From the stage the room extends
forty-five feet to the balcony at the rear.
Contemporary
theatre uses lighting not
only to light the actor but to enhance and
focus the action and meaning of the play.
Therefore, it is not accidental that the largest expenditure
in both time and money
went into the design of the lighting system.
In the auditorium
two large catwalks are suspended from the roof joist, fifteen feet
above the floor, and extending twenty feet
along each wall. Each catwalk is equipped
with twelve individual electrical circuits. Six
circuits are located on the side walls. The
organ lofts have four circuits each, and the
balcony rail has eight. To provide overhead
lighting, eight slots have been cut in the ceiling. Thus, fifty-four lighting positions and
circuits are available. All of the lighting,
sound, and film projection systems are controlled in a new communication
center located high in the rear of the auditorium.
In the Playhouse, stained glass and Gothic
arch combine with the paraphernalia
of contemporary theatre to create a place oj-excitement, where college and comrnurflrv can
meet to enjoy a dramatic experience.
It is a
teaching-learning
center where students are
put on a collision course with man's greatest
thoughts and expressions of beauty. The
Playhouse, nee Old American, is a place of
growth despite the change in method.

Dr. V. Roy Wilbee Appointed
Dean of Academic Affairs
For Northwestern College

Dean Ten Hoeve Resigns
From Northwestern College
Dr. Thomas Ten Hoeve. Jr., (34) academic dean and professor of science education, Northwestern
College, announced
his
resignation effective July 15, 1970. Dr. Ten
Hoeve has accepted the Presidency of Butler Community
College, Butler, Pennsylvania, and undertook
the responsibilities
of
his new position beginning August 1st. Butler Community
College has been in existence 5 years and has a student body of
1,400.
Dr. Ten Hoeve has been affiliated
with
Northwestern
College since 1958. He received his doctorate
from the University
of Toledo and was appointed
academic
dean in 1965. From June of 1966 until
November of that year he served as interim President of Northwestern.
As one of the original developers of the
Colleges of Mid-America (a group of eleven
midwestern colleges that exchange faculty,
combine cultural affairs programs and raise
funds), Dean Ten Hoeve initiated an intercollegiate program that is invaluable to the
concerned institutions.
He also served as Collegium Chairman.
Dr. Ten Hoeve was born in Brooklyn,
New York, is married to the former Sue
Underwood,
and has three children: Thomas
III, 9; Carol Sue. 8; and Timothy, 5.
He did his undergraduate
work at Hope
College, received the M. A. degree from the
University of Michigan in 1957, and a Ph. D.
from the University of Toledo in 1965.
He was a member of the Cross Cultural
Research Team on Teacher Education in the
British Isles and U.S.
His community
affairs include: the directorship of five Tulip Festival theater projects,
elder of the Reformed Church in America,
and member of the National Executive Cornmittee for the Reformed Church Denominational Board of Education.
Dr. Lars t. Granberg, President of North
western College, stated, "Dean Ten Hoeve's
contribution
to Northwestern
during its
formative years as a four-year institution
has
been an invaluable one. He will be missed;
however, there is no doubt that Butler College has shown discernment
in extending an
invitation to the presidency to Dr. Ten
Hoeve. The qualities he has demonstrated
while at Northwestern
both on the campus
and in the community
make it clear that he
will become an outstanding
college president.
Our good wishes go with him."

Dr. Lars I. Granberg, President of Northwestern College, Orange City, announced
that Dr. V. Roy Wilbee has been appointed
Dean of Academic Affairs for Northwestern
College. Dr. Wilbee will succeed Dr. Thomas
Ten Hoeve, Jr., who resigned to accept a
position as President of Butler Community
College, Butler, Pennsylvania.
Dr. Wilbee, who has served as chairman of
the Division of Education on the Northwestern College faculty since September,
1967,
made a significant contribution
as a member
of the Steering Committee on Long Range
Academic Planning which was a material
factor in his being selected for his new post.
As chairman of the Committee on Teacher Education, he assumed a major responsibility in preparing the Northwestern
Depart·
ment of Education for its periodic re-visit
by the Iowa Department of Public Instruction. He directed the self-study and reports
in preparation
for Northwestern's
application
for national accreditation
from the National
Commission on the Accreditation
of Teacher
Education programs.
Dr. Wilbee is a native of Vancouver, British Columbia. He earned B.S. and M.A. degrees from Wheaton College, Wheaton, Illinois, and a Ph. D. degree in Higher Education from the University of Michigan.
Prior to his joining the Northwestern
College faculty, Dr. Wilbee served on the faculty
of Northwest Baptist College where he
taught in the Department
of Christian Education and served as Director of Student Field
Work.

Nelson Nieuwenhuis Curator of
Dutch Heritage Room
Nelson Nieuwenhuis, associate professor
of history, has been appointed curator of the
Dutch Heritage Room which is located in
Ramaker Library on the Northwestern
campus.
In the Dutch Heritage Room, newspapers,
books, and artifacts which relate to the history of Orange City, Northwestern
College,
and the Reformed Church in America are
housed and catalogued. Many of the printed
documents are written in the Dutch language
and date from the year 1656.
Complete copies of De Volksvriend,
a
newspaper published in Orange City which
carried news from all Dutch settlements
in
the United States, are accessible to all historians who visit the Dutch Heritage Room.
Professor Nieuwenhuis hopes to locate
many more valuable letters and documents
to add to the growing collection.
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Iowa 51041.
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Biology Appointment
Jerry Ferrell
Mr. Jerry
as Instructor

To

Ferrell has accepted
in Biology

the position

at Northwestern

Col-

lege, Orange City, Iowa for the 1970-71 academic year.

For the past four summers, Mr. Ferrell
has received National Science Foundation
Grants for study toward his graduate degree.
For three summers he earned credits at the
University of South Dakota. He spent one
summer

doing field

work

in ecology

at

Aspen, Colorado under the sponsorship
San Diego State College.

of

Northwestern Professor Teaches
at Elementary School
The professors of education at Northwestern College, Orange City, realize that there is
a change in the mood, ability, and teaching
acceptance
of the grade school child. With
this idea in mind a program has been developed whereby Keith Hoskins, assistant professor of education at Northwestern,
is able
to return to teaching at the elementary
school level as well as continuing his college
teaching role.
With the cooperation
of Mr. Henry Van
Aartsen, principal of the Maurice-Orange
City Grade School, and Mr. Frank W. Hul·
sart, Superintendent
of Schools, Mr. Hoskins
has arranged to teach langauge arts, with emphasis on creative writing, spelling, and English grammar usage to three qroups of sixth
grade students. This program allows the
professor to keep in contact with the elementary school child.
Professor Hoskins, who makes teaching
sound challenging and exciting, says, ''Teaching grade school children allows a professor
to refresh his mind, and to keep tuned-in
with the activities of today. The young children of 1970 are more alert. Through TV,
they are aware of national problems. They
are challenging to the teacher who works
with them."
Possessing a strong interest in young boys
who are under-achievers
and who are not
working up to capacity, Professor Hoskins
gears his teaching to include these youngsters as well as the excellent student.
Keith is a graduate of Hope College and
earned an M. A. from Michigan State University in 1963. He is a native of Schenectady,
New York.
His teaching experience includes an experimental program of team teaching carried
on by the West Ottawa School District located near Holland, Michigan and a special
education
program for home-bound
handicapped children as well as several years of
grade school teaching in Jenison, Michigan.
At the present time Mr. Hoskins teaches
speed reading and study techniques to probational freshmen studying at Northwestern
College and Language Arts for Elementary
Teaching to prospective grade school teachers.

The Rev. Mr. Raymond Weiss
Appointed College Chaplain

Appointed Chairman Education
Division at Northwestern

The Rev. Mr. Raymond Weiss has accepted the position of College Chaplain at Northwestern.
Mr. Weiss, who is native of Santa Monica,
California, is a graduate of Central College,
Pella, Iowa. He earned a B. D. from Western
Theological Seminary and an M.A. from the
University of Michigan. He is working toward
his Ph. D. in Arabic Studies at the University
of California, Los Angeles.
Mr. Weiss was pastor of the National
Evangelical Church, Nanama, Bahrain before
returning to the United States.
From 1960-63 Mr. Weiss served as Chaplain and taught at Beirut College for Women
in Beirut, Lebanon. He was pastor of the
University Reformed Church in Ann Arbor,
Michigan from 1959-60. Both of these experiences gave Mr. Weiss an insight into the
spiritual needs of college students.
Mr. Weiss is married to the former Dorothy Benes, the daughter of Louis H. Benes,
Editor of the Church Herald. Mr. and Mrs.

Dr. Paul M. Koehn, has accepted the appointment as Chairman of the Education
Division at Northwestern
College.
Dr. Koehn is a native of Adrian, Michigan
and is a graduate of the University of Michigan. He received an M.S. E. in nuclear engineering from the University of Michigan in
1960 and a Ph. D. from the University of
Toledo in 1969. His Ph.D. work was done in
the field of science education with a minor
in higher education.
"Showing particular effectiveness in designing equipment for teaching and research:'
Dr. Lars I. Granberg, President of Northwestern College, states, "Dr. Koehn has established a reputation as a challenging teacher and
as a creative thinker in the field of science
curriculum."
Dr. Koehn said, "My family and I feel
forunate and honored that r have been chosen to chair the Education Division at Northwestern. The college is highly accredited and
esteemed. It has both general regional accreditation
and state teacher accreditation.
We look forward to national teacher accreditation this coming year."
"I especially hope that I can contribute
to
keeping Northwestern
among the nation's
leading small liberal arts colleges by developing new educational
programs. These programs will be needed to keep teachers abreast
of the changing curricula in our changing
public schools. We must look beyond the
present and anticipate the ways in which the
schools can serve both the local community
and the larger society."
Dr. Koehn is married to the former Dora
Frances McAdam and Dr. and Mrs. Koehn
have four children: Mark (13), Karen (10),
Kurtis 171, and Peter (6).

Weiss have three children: Catherine Joan
(131, Barbara (11) and David Raymond (11.

Donald D. Jacobsen Appointed
Athletic Director
Dr. Lars I. Granberg has announced
the
appointment
of Donald D. Jacobsen, assistant professor of physical education, as Director of Athletics. He will carryon
his new
position in addition to his responsibilities
as
co-ordinator
of Northwestern's
physical education program.
Mr. Jacobsen received his B.S. and M.S.
degrees from South Dakota State University.
He taught physical education at South
Dakota State for four years before coming
to Northwestern
in 1969.
Recently honored as the basketball player
of the decade by the Rapid City, South Dakota, Journal, Mr. Jacobsen held a five-vote
advantage over the runner-up. As a collegian,
he made the Associated Press 1961 LittleAmerican first team, a rare honor accorded
to a South Dakota athlete. The same year he
was named most valuable player in the
NCAA national small college tournament
at
Evansville, Indiana.
Mr. Jacobsen, his wife Janet, and their
three sons, Donald, Jr. (101, Scott Alan (BI,
and Jon Henry (6), reside in Orange City.

Professor De Vries Represents
Northwestern At Conference
On Faith and History
Professor George De Vries of Northwestern College's Department
of History attended the Fall Meeting of the Conference on
Faith and History,

held at Dallas Baptist

College, Dallas, Texas on October
3rd. The theme of the Conference
"Christianity.

Revolution,

2nd and
was

and Change."

Rorex To Teach Art
At Northwestern
Mr. Bobby Joe Rorex has accepted the
position as assistant professor of art at Northwestern College.
Mr. Rorex comes to Northwestern
from
Iowa City. He earned his M.A. and M.F.A.
degrees from the University of Iowa and his
undergraduate
B. F. A. from Arkansas State
College. His undergraduate
major was Art
and his undergraduate
minor was Theatre.
His graduate major was painting and his
graduate minor was drawing.
Speaking of his approach to his new position he said, "1 not only wish to develop the
technical skills of the art student, but I
would like all college students, as well as art
majors, to acquire an increased awareness of
art as it is seen in the general culture which
surrounds them."
Mr. Rorex is married to the former Karen
Kay Sweeting. They have three children:
Charles (B rno.), Carson (22 Months) and
Mark (10 years).
]
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Bruce G. Murphy Appointed
Assoc. Prof. of History

Ramaker Library Appointment
To Dr. Robert A. Schneider

Sabbatical Leave To Bennard Wiese
and John Kaericher

Prof. Murphy received his undergraduate
degree from Wheaton College, Wheaton,
Illinois and his M.A. from Northern Illinois
University. He is presently completing work
toward a Ph.D. at Northern Illinois Universi-

Dr. Robert A. Schneider has been appointed Head of Public Services at Ramaker
Library. His position will deal specifically
with reference and supervision of circulation,
periodicals, and government
documents.
Dr. Schneider holds a B.A. and M.S. degree from the University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Wisconsin and a M. L.S. degree from
the University of Hawaii, Honolulu, Hawaii.
As an outstanding
scholar, Dr. Schneider
received a U.S. Office of Education Title
11-8 graduate scholarship grant.
He is married to the former Georgia Carol
Voysey.

Prof. Wiese will attend summer school at
the University of Minnesota at which time
he will take courses under the auspices of
the Minnesota Family Study Center. He will
also visit agencies in which Northwestern
College has student placements.
In the fall
he will be enrolled at the University of Minnesota in a sequence of research courses, and
he will plan to complete work on a book of
readings to be used in Marriage and the Family classes and a resource book to be used by
church leaders and committees
who are planning Family Life and Sex Education programs in their churches.
Prof. Kaericher, who studied under the
world famous printmaker,
Mauricio Lasansky, at the University of Iowa, plans to do intensive work in his specialty of intaglio printmaking at his studio in Illinois.

tv.
Prof. Murphy taught History of Western
Civilization at Northern Illinois University
(1967-68). He served as First Lieutenant in
the U. S. Army (1968-691. and returned
again to Northern Illinois University to teach
Modern European and British History
(1969-70)_
Prof. Murphy is married to the former
B. Diane Steese. They have one daughter,
Karen Kathleen.

Dr. John C. Stapert of Northwestern
College Writes Research Paper
Dr. John C. Stapert, associate professor
of psychology at Northwestern
College,
has written a research paper accepted for
the 1970 program of the Iowa Academy of
Sciences. The paper is entitled, "Development of a Low-l nference Method of Measuring Behavior in Small Groups."
It reports
some methodological
advances in social
psychology,
which will enable social scientists to measure more objectively the work
of committees
and other small groups. The
research was carried out during 1969 under
a research grant from the Air Force of
Scientific Research, for which Dr. Joseph
McGrath at the University of Illinois is
principal investigator.
Recently Dr. Stapert was elected vicechairman of the Psychology Division, Iowa
Academy of Sciences, at its Annual Convention. The 1970 Convention
was held at
Wartburg College in Waverly, Iowa.

Florence Huffman Attends Third
World Congress On Reading
Florence Huffman of the Department
of
Elementary
Education at Northwestern
attended the Third World Congress on Reading
held at Sydney. Australia and hosted by Educators of Reading of the New South Wales
Council.
Approximately
four hundred members
attended the three day session.
The program of the convention
was developed around the central topic Developmental Reading: 'An InternationalChaiTenge.
Principal speakers were Dr. Eve Malmquist, Chairman of the World Congress, University of Linkoping, Sweden who spoke on
"Problems of Reading and Readers; Dr.
Helen Huus, immediate past president of the
United States Association,
who reviewed
"Processes of Development
Readi nq" and
Dr. Nina Banton Smith, University of Southern California, who developed the timely
topic of "Reading for the 70's."
While on tour Miss Huffman met with
teachers and educators, visited universities,
high schools and elementary schools in Tahiti, Fiifi, New Zealand and Arizona.

Leave of Absence Grants
Three Professors have been granted leave
of absence for the academic year 1970-71.
Assistant Professor of French, Mr. Andras
I. Kosegi, will spend the academic year in
Paris. He will be studying at the Sorbonne
and the Ecole Des Langues Orientales V!vantes where he"""WT11
complete certain requirements for the Doctor of Modern Languages
degree from Middlebury, Vermont.
Assistant Professor of Biology, Glen 0,
Hegstad, will continue work at North Dakota State University, Fargo, North Dakota.
His work toward a Ph.D. in Botany will involve a floristic study of four northwestern
counties in North Dakota.
Instructor in Speech, Walter J. McCorrnick, will begin courses at the School of
Communication,
Dept. of Speech, Southern
Illinois University, Carbondale,
IlL on June
23rd. He will complete all courses toward a
Ph. D.
4
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DR. ARTHUR ALLEN headed Practicum in children's work during summer season at Northwestern.
Creative drama, choral reading, story telling, dance,
music, and art were used to teach teachers new
methods in working with children. The summer
school staff included Mr. Nels Andersen, Mrs. Bea
Chaffee, Dr. Theora Enqland, and MI'. Jack Duffy .
. . . NORTHWESTERN COLLEGE HELD FIRST
FESTIVAL
OF CHAMBER
OPERA JUNE 14
through July 10. Dr. Vernon Tarrell, Director of
the Festival, assembled an outstanding company
of singers to work under guest Musical Director
Paul Dowdy from the University of Iowa. The Festival featured an intensive three-week study of several short chambers opera in English, climaxed by
public performances. Other members of the Festival staff were Dr. Tehora England, Stage Director;
Keith Allen, Technical Director; Irma De Vries, Accompanist; and Herbert Ritsema, Orchestra Director. Pictured in leading roles in the production of
Love Is A Game are left to right, Linda Van Ommeren, Dennis Rozeboom, and Connie Van Peursem.
.. 1970 GRADUATION-FIRST
HONORARY DEGREE CONFERRED BY NORTHWESTERN. Graduation exercises were inaugurated this
year when the Reverend Jack Boerigter spoke at
Baccalaureate on May 31. Iowa State Senator Jack
Miller (R) del ivered the commencement address.
The first honorary degrees were conferred upon
Judge Martin D. Van Oosterhout, Chief Judge of
the Eighth Circuit Court of Appeals, and upon Dr.
James Muilenburg, former professor of Hebrew and
Cog nat languages at Union Theological Seminar,
New York. Judge Van Oosterhout received a degree
of Doctor of Humanities and Professor Muilenburg
received a degree of Doctor of Civil Laws ....
NETHERLANDS AMBASSADOR VISITS NORTHWESTERN. Baron Rijnhard Bernhard van Lynden,
Ambassador of the Netherlands to the United
States, was a guest of the college October 14. A
dinner and a reception for Baron van Lynden and
honored guests was held in Fern Smith Hall, where
the Ambassador enlarged upon this theme at Convocation, where he received the honorary degree,
Doctor of Humanities, A faculty reception and student luncheon was also part of his itinerary ....
ALUMNI
DINNER
HELD. Homecoming events
at Northwestern featured the annual dinner for
alumni, parents, and friends of the college. Dinner
was served by the Women's Auxiliary.
Harlan
Eernisse of Minneapolis was. the master of ceremonies. As you can see Virg and Herb provided
the enentertainment.
5

Students

Art Works Added To
College Collection
Two original works of art were added recently
to Northwestern College's art collection: an etching, Battlefield, by Kathe Kollwitz (l867~J 945),
and a color lithograph, les des sont jetes, by Charles
Le Corbusier (1887-1965). The two originals were
chosen from about one thousand works that were
on view October 8th at the Northwestern Bushmer
Art Center through the auspices of Roten Galleries
of Baltimore, Maryland.

Annual Spring Ministers'
Conference Held
Northwestern College sponsored the Annual
Spring Ministers' Conference of the Reformed
Church in America on April 28. More than 200
ministers and their wives were present.
Dr. Bernard Ramm, professor of systematic
theology and Christian apologetics at California
Baptist Theological Seminary, Covina, California,
and also a consulting editor for three magazines,
Eternity, Christianity Today, and The Watchman
Examiner, spoke on the theme "The Revival of
Liberalism in Process Theology."

ISEA Chapter

Receives Award

Counseling Workshop

Attend

Environmental

Workshop

Dr. Peter Hansen, Associate Professor of Biology, Larry Ebbers, junior, and Beth Siderius, freshman at Northwestern College, attended the Workshop on Health Aspects of Environmental pollution sponsored by the University of Minnesota.
The conference was oriented toward the manhealth-environment relationship. "What can universities do on and off campus through teaching, research, and public service to provide a safer environment for mankind," was the subject deliberated
and discussed.

Enters Turtle

The students at Northwestern College ran
"Super-Shell," a turtle, in a "terrapin dash for
glory" held in Washington D.C. on April 11. The
Turtle International] 970 took place at the American University in Washington, D.C. Colleges around
the world entered the turtle race with the reptile
of their choice. The cost of a turtle is $7.00. All
profits earned during the turtle turf event are donated to the national Cystic Fibrosis Research
Foundation to aid in the fight against children's
lung diseases.

Held

The Northwestern College Student Senate and
College Administration co-sponsored a workshop
designed to assist campus student leaders. Dr. Donald Adams, Vice-President of Student Life at Drake
University, Des Moines, Iowa, encouraged the student leadership to involve all Northwestern students
in the activities and issues pertinent to campus life.

Fourteen Northwestern
Scholarships Awarded

Packed up and ready to depart on the Student
Christian Fellowship Fall Retreat are: Rev. Raymond Weiss, College Chaplain, Roger Haug, freshman from Somerville, N. J.; Lorretta Beukelman,
junior from Leota, Minn.; Everett Bosch, senior
from Artesia, California; Mary Vander Maten senior from Rochester, N. Y.
The SCF Retreat was held at the Walther
League Camp on Lake Okoboji, and the Rev. Ron
Beyer, pastor of the suburban Harvey, Illinois
church, who is involved in church renewal in the
suburbs, was the feature speaker.

Northwestern

At a recent Student Iowa Slate Education Association Leadership Workshop held at Boone, Iowa,
Northwestern's Department of Education, student
ISEA chapter was the recipient of the first awards
given for Achievement 23.
Achievement 23 was a 1969-70 state project
adopted by the student ISEA junior and senior
colleges of the State of Iowa as an action program for the Student Associations. This was a list
of 23 achievements toward which local chapters
were to strive to accomplish in their year's work.

Student

Hold Fall Retreat

Collegiate

Collegiate Scholarships to Northwestern College ,
have been awarded to fourteen high school graduates for the 1970-71 school year.
A Collegiate Scholar must have an overall academic average and receive a composite ACT score
that will place him in the upper 5th percentile of
his class. Each recipient will receive a $700.00
scholarship plus selected opportunities.
Northwestern's Collegiate Scholars are: Terry
D. Boote, Hull, Iowa, pre-professional animal husbandry; Verlyn Broek, Sioux Center, pre-med;
Mark Bonnema, Steen, Minn., Chemistry; Warren
Greving, Alton, Iowa, pre-engineering; Richard Hup,
Steen, Minn., phys. ed.; Beverly Haack, Hospers,
Iowa, el. ed.; Leon Korte, Allison, Iowa, biology;
Dennis Van Roekel, George,Iowa, math; Allan Van
der Zwaag, Orange City, pre-engineering; Rhonda
Mouw, Orange City, music; Vicky Vanden Berge,
Orange City, sociology; Grace Petersen, Spencer,
Iowa, music-sec. cd.; Jim Woudstra, Orange City,
phys. ed. and sec. ed.; Lianne Van Wyhe, Clinton,
Wis., math and sec. ed.; Timothy Nelson, Independence, Iowa, biology.

College Names Who's Who Students
The names of those Northwestern College stuents 10 be included in the 1970-71 edition of Who's
Who Among American Universities and Colleges
have been announced by Dean Forest Van Oss.
The students selected are: Linda Bulthuis, junior, Raymond, Minn.; William De Boom, junior,
Primghar, Iowa; Carol Godeke, junior, Hollandale,
Minn.; Ila Hofmeyer, junior, Hospers, Iowa; Daniel
Kraai, junior, Orange City, Iowa; Sandra Mouw,
junior, Orange City, Iowa; Leslie Nordgaard, junior,
Litchville, North Dakota; Merrita Smidt, junior,
Sibley, Iowa; Mary Vander Maten,junior, Sheldon,
Iowa; Gerald Van Es, junior, Orange City; Linda
Van Nyhuis,junior, Sheldon, Iowa.

Two Northwestern College Graduates
Named Outstanding Young
Women of America
Miss Judith Raak, a '68 Northwestern graduate
and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Martin Raak of Orange City, and Mrs. Hermina Vander Wilt LaPoint,
a '66 graduate and daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
Vander Wilt, have been selected to appear in the
] 970 edition of Outstanding Young Women ~
America.
Judy, who earned an M.A. in French from the
University of lowa, is presently teaching French at
Sligo Junior High, Silver Springs, Maryland.
Mrs. Vander Wilt LaPoint, who was formerly
teaching physical education at the University of
Wyoming and who was selected faculty woman of
the year, is presently teaching in the Boston, Mass.
grade school system.

Honors and Awards at Northwestern
College Commencement
Dr. Thomas Ten Hoeve, Jr., former Academic
Dean, awarded twentv-rour prizes and awards to
Northwestern students at the 87th graduating ceremonies at Northwestern College, Orange City, la.,
June 1,1970.
A medal for the highest scholastic average during
the school year was awarded David Schreuder , senior, who maintained a grade point average of 4.00
on a 4.00 scale and carried the highest number of
academic hours.
Faculty honors, determined by a vote of the
faculty, for deserving senior graduates who have
held high scholarship, Christian influence, general
attitude, and participate in worthwhile activities,
were awarded Jan Bolluyt, Barbara Lubbers, David
Schreuder, and David Schu tt.
The Col. and Mrs. H. J. Ramaker Christian Service Scholarship to upper division students planning
to enter Christian service was awarded Darwin Vander Wal, sophomore, and Ronald Mulder, junior.
The prize of $500.00 was divided between them.
The Col. and Mrs. H. J. Ramaker Social Service
Scholarship of $500.00 was awarded Merita Smidt,
junior and Cheryl Van Wyke, junior. The award
was divided by the two junior women who plan to
enter social service.
fohn Bouwman, freshman.received the $100.00
Vander Aarde Mission Scholarship. This award is
given to a college student who will return to Northwestern and who is interested in the field of fulltime Christian service, especially in missions.
The Vogel Mission Scholarship was awarded Murray Moerman, sophomore, who received $300.00
and Everett Bosch, junior, who was awarded $200.
The prize is given to the college student or students
planning to enter full time Christian service.
The $500.00 Mr. and Mrs. L. R. Kooiker Scholarship for students interested in entering the Christian ministry, missionary service, or other Christian
work was awarded Raymond T'ilstra, sophomore,
Ronald Helmink, freshman, who both received
$200.00 and Ronald Bunger, freshman, who received $J 00.00.
The Henry Hospers Scholarship is presented to
one or more students from overseas who are residents of Reformed Church mission fields, or to
students entering foreign or domestic missions, the
ministry or related church work. Awgechew Negash,
freshman, from Addcs-Ababa, Ethiopia, Reginald
Kadakalth, freshman,from Kuwait, and WiUieChey,
freshman, from Kowloon, Hong Kong received
$100.00 each.
Terry Muller, senior received the $15.00 Barry
Boersma MemoriaJ Award for participation in
choral reading and drama during his college career.
The Stegeman Family Foreign Mission Essay
Prize Award was divided between Harlan Stientjes
and Donald Ritsman. The two senior men received
$37.50.
The Jackson Hospers Memorial prize for outstanding achievement in creative writing was awarded Harvey Van Veldhuizen, freshman, for a winning
prose selection.
Donald Ritsman, who maintained the highest
grade point average for the highest number of academic hours in religious courses for four years, received the H. V. E. Stegeman Award of a Westminister Bible Dictionary and Cruden's Bible Coneordance.
-----6

'38

'48

Mrs. Clarence E. Burg (MINA GRULL)
has
been he-ad nurse at St. Luke's Hospital in Denver
for the last 15 years. Mina has two daugh ters,
Carolyn, a graduate of S1. Luke's Hospital, and
Marilyn. a graduate of Parks Business School, serving as a medical secretary.

LEONARD KROMMENDYK
now serves as
Junior High Principal and teacher of Social Studies
and Industrial Arts at the Maurice Orange City
School. Leonard has an M.A. degree from the University of South Dakota. He formerly taught in
Cherokee. His wife is the former LORRAINE
DE JONG. Their daughter, Lynn, is attending
Northwestern.

'42

, 11
Dr. JOHN
BRUGGERS
of Kalamazoo recently received a framed copy of a resolution in
recognition of his work and interest in Church
Extension by the Church Planning and Development Committee of the Synod of Michigan. Dr.
Bruggers' wife is the former CORNELIA
W.
MUILENBURG

'09.

'17
MR. & MRS.

HAROLD

DE JONG

(DORA

KLAY '17) celebrated their 50th wedding ann iversary in Paullina, Iowa in June. The Classic is
sad to announce that HAROLD
DE lONG
passed away in September.

'22
DR.
LESTER
J. KUYPER was elected
President of the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America at its annual meeting in June
held in Holland, Michigan. Dr. Kuyper holds degrees from Hope College, Western Theological
Seminary, Princeton Theological Seminary and
Union Theological Seminary in New York. He
served Reformed Churches in Michigan and New
Jersey before assuming his present position of
Professor of Old Testament at Western Theological
Seminary. Mrs. Kuyper is the former HE LE N
WIERSMA.

'24
A reunion of the Academy class of 1924 was
held in Orange City last May. Those attending were
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Rcwerdink
(JENNIE
MOUW),

Rev.

& Mrs.

HERMAN

HARME·

LINK, Mrs. PRISCILLA
BEKMAN Colthurst
Miss NELL HUISMAN,andMr.&Mrs.Howard
Stephens (ADRIANNA
GEELS).

HARRIET

HEUSINKVELD

'41.

DR.

ROBERT

L. VAN

ClTTERS

was

appointed Dean of the School of Medicine and
Chairman of the Board of Health Sciences at the
University of Washington. He has been Associate Dean for Research and Graduate programs
since 1968. Dr. Van Citters went to the University
of Washington in 1958 as a research fellow in the
cardiovascular training program. In 1962 he was
associated with the Scripps Clinic in La Jolla, and
was an exchange scientist under the Joint U.S.U.S.S.R. Scientific Exchange agreement. In 1963
he was named to the Robert L. King Professorship
of Cardiovascular Research sponsored by the Washington Heart Association. In 1968 he resigned this
post to take his prescnt assignment as Associate
Dean.

'46
DL and

Mrs.

SAM

NOORDHOFF

(LU-

CILLE BRUNSTING
'47)
have returned to
Taipei, Taiwan after a three months furlough in
the States. Dr. Noordhoff has been a missionary
doctor in Taiwan for the past ten years. He is a
plastic surgeon and presently serves as superintendent of the Mackay Memorial Hospital. Dr.
Noordhoff was recently named a member of the
American Society of Plastic and Reconstructive
Surgeons. Membership in this select group is earned
after completing a series of rigid board examinations
and presentation of operated plastic surgery cases.

'47

was in-

augurated into the Quarter Century Club of Central College. She is a professor of geography at
Central and chairman of the Department of Geography.

'37
Mrs. Merlyn Kraai (GERTRUDE
BRINK)
was recently elected to the Board of Trustees at
Northwestern College. She is the first and onJy
woman to hold a position on the Board at the present time. Gertrude's husband, MERLYN KRAAI
is the owner of Kraai Furniture in Orange City.
The Kraais have three children, Gerald, an attorney
in Sioux City; Dan, a student at Northwestern; &
Jennifer, who attends the Maurice Orange City
High School.
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DE VRIES

'44

Chaplain Major RALPH W. BRONKEMA
was recently awarded the Bronze Star for mentorius service with the Air Force in Vietnam.

'34
DR.

DR. CLA RENCE VER STEEG, Professor
of History, Northwestern University, is one of the
authors of "Investigating Man's World", which is a
unique new social studies program for elementary
grades. The new textbook is being introduced by
Scott, Forsman and Company for usc in 1970.
Clarence's wife is the former DOROTHY ANN

'48
DR. GERALD
DE JONG of the History
Department of the University of South Dakota rccently signed a contract with Twayne Publishers of
New York to write a history of the Dutch people in
America. The book, which will be approximately
300 pages in length, is to be one of the volumes in
the "Immigrant Heritage of America Series" being
published by Twayne Publishers.
Professor De
Jong was chosen to do this work because of the
extensive research and publishing he has done on
the history of the Netherlands and on the Dutch in
America. He served as Academic Dean at Northwestern from 1961 to 1965. His wife is the former
JEANNE

MASSELINK.

'52
MARTIN
DEKKINGA
is teaching in the
Speech Department at Dordt College in Sioux Center. He earned the A.B. degree at Calvin College
and the M.A. degree at the University of Northern ,
Iowa in school administration.
He is currently
working on a second M.A. in speech at the University of Sou th Dakota. He was recently named
president elect of Western Christian High School
Board of Hull, Iowa.
SIlIRMA DE JONG (Mrs. Philip Huizenga)
is residing in Ann Arbor, Michigan. She and her
husband, Dr. Philip Huizenga, a Psychiatrist, are the
parents of two daughters, Suzi 5, and Laura, 2.

'53
STANLEY
1. HARMS.
Navy Commander,
was recently presented a Letter of Commendation
during ceremonies aboard the attack aircraft carrier
USS Hornet in the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard,
Bremerton, Washington. He was cited for outstanding performance as combat information center
officer during the recovery of the Apollo 12 astronauts and their command module "Yankee Clipper"
by the Hornet last November.
GALEN DE VALOiS has been named Extension Consumer and Management Specialist at
the Iowa State University Extension Office at Sioux
City. He will give leadership to extension programs
in a seven county area. Galen earned the B.S. degreeinAgronomy at Iowa State University in 1955.
He will receive his M.S. degree in 1970 in the department of Family Environment, majoring in
consumer economics and management. Prior to this
appointment he served as Extension Youth worker
and County Extension Associate and later Director.
His wife is the former MARILYN LYON·'54
and they arc the parents of four children.

'54
Rev. ARIE BROUWER,
formerly Secretary
for Program of the General Synod of the Reformed
Church in America, has been named Executive
Secretary of the same division. His responsibility
will be the integration of all program and service
functions of the Board. Aric has also been named
chairman of the National Council of Churches' 15member task force to study and recommend priorities in future planning and program for national
organization. Mr. Brouwer is married to the former
HARRIET

KORVER.

'55
GARY KREYKES
and Mrs. Kreykes conducted a student tour in Mexico for two weeks
during this past summer.
A L VrN D. NETTEN,
an employee of the
Control Data Corporation in Minneapolis since
1963, was recently transferred to Tucson, Arizona
where he was appointed director of the Tucson operation for the company. His wife is the former
LILA BETH TOP. They have a daughter, Jane.

'56
Rev.

JOHN

F.

HARTOG

graduated

from

East Texas State University, Commerce, Texas, in
August. He earned the M.S. in Library Science.
John holds a B. D. and M. A. degree in Theology
from Dallas Theological Seminary where he presently serves on the faculty. He is married and has two

sons.
REV.

JOHN

ROZENDAAL

has accepted

a

call to the First Presbyterian Church of Hesperia.
Michigan. He will serve as director of the West Michigan Cooperative

Ministry

adjoining

counties.

ARDYCE

DEAN.

HARLAN

in Oceana,

John's

WESSELlNK

Newago

and

wife is the former
was recently

select-

ed Teacher of the Year candidate from the Edgerton Public School faculty. He joined the faculty
there in 1958 and has taught there continuously
since then except for two years in the Armed Service. In the Army he served as assistant to Post
Chaplain,
Herman
J. Kregel. He and his wife,
Marjean. are the parents of two children, Michael
and Lynn Michelle.

'56
VIRGIL
DYKSTRA
and his wife have been
teaching in Den Hague, The Netherlands
for the
past three years. At the same time Virgil has been
studying toward an M.A. degree with a Physical Education
major and a Biology minor. Under the
coaching
of Mr. Dykstra.
the American
School
Trojans amassed a 32-7 record during the 1969-70
basketba-ll season. The Trojans won the Northern
European championship
by defeating a strong Brussels team. They also won the Hague city toumament, the American
Invitational,
and were third
in the Mediterranean
area tournament
held in Italy.

'57
Rev. and Mrs. HAROLD
VOGELAAR
have
been assigned to a two year term in the Middle
East which began in September.
They will spend
the first year in Muscat, Oman with Harold assigned
to the church as pastor with time permitted
for
research on the effects of the new oil company on
Islamic law and the people of Oman. The second
year they will be residents in Carie. Egypt where
Harold will do research on his doctoral thesis "On
the Role of Al Ashar in the Modernization
of

Egypt."
Dr. GLEN V A N ROE KEL joined the Orange
City Hospital staff as radiologist in October. He is a
graduate of the University of Iowa Medical School,
Class of 1964. After spending two years in military
service, he completed
three years of radiological
training at the University of Iowa. His wife is the
former AUDREY
McMURRA
Y.

'58
Rev. C. V. R. DE JONG was recently honored
by the congregation of the First Presbyterian Church
of Aurora, Colorado upon completion
of his l Sth
year as their pastor. During this period, the church
has grown from a membership of 200 to over 1000.
JOHN
and
MARY
VANDER
BROEK
MUILENBURG
are living in Brookings,
South
Dakota where John serves as manager for the 3M
Company.
RUTH
BRUGGOM
is now
Mrs. Gary L.
Ballou and lives at Sanborn, Iowa. She and Gary
have three children, Daniel, Robby 1 and Michelle.

'58

'61

MERLIN
FOREMAN
has become an officer
with the Waldinger Corporation,
a Mechanical and
Sheet Metal Construction
Firm with home offices
in Des Moines. Merlin joined the company in 1966
as controller and became head of the new financial
division last January. In July he became vice-president-financial.
Merlin is a graduate of the University of South Dakota with a degree in accounting.

KA Y GROBE,
now Mrs. Dale Deardorff,
is
living on a farm in Royal, Iowa. She and her husband are the parents of four children.

'59
WILLIAM
ROELOFS
left the United States
in July for three years in India. He will counsel
and teach in the field of science in Woodstock
School, Mussoorie, India, which is located six or
seven thousand feet in the Himalayas in the northern part of India. Woodstock is a Christian elementary and secondary school serving children of missionaries,
businessmen,
and some Indians.
The
school is under an American curriculum with SOme
British and Indian modifications.
Mrs. Roelofs is a
junior high counselor. Roelofs is a 1961 graduate of
Hope College, earned the Master's degree at the
University
of Western Michigan in 1964, and a
specialist in education
degree from the University
of Iowa in 1967. He served two years in the Peace
Corps as biology instructor
in Ethiopia.
He was
Dean of Men at Coe College in Cedar Rapids and
his most recent position was acting director
counseling service at Central College.

of the

HAROLD
WESTRA
has accepted a position
as superintendent
of schools at Basin, Wyoming.
He recently received his doctorate at the University
of Wyoming. He is married to the former LYDIA
VOOGD
'58.
A. JAMES
VAN VUGT
and his family have
moved to Dallas. Texas where Arlo has enrolled in
a seminary.
WAY N EA.
N A TT R E5S was one of nine
Iowa teachers named as regional winners in the
outstanding
conservation
teacher
contest of the
Iowa Soil Conservation
Achievement
Awards Program. The winners, who will now compete for the
state title, were announced
by the program cochairmen. Wilson T. Moon, state conservationist
for
the Soil Conservation
Service, and William H. Greiner, director of the Iowa Department
of Soil Conservation.
Wayne teaches at the Buffalo Center
Community
School.

'59
Capt. EUGENE
KOBES
ing R.O.T.C. at the University
da.

is presently
of Talahassee,

teachFlori-

WIL TON WIELENGA
i~employed
tion officer in Honolulu, Hawaii.

as proba-

'62
ALLAN
SCHIMMEL,
administrative
assistant to Representative
Fred Schwengel in Washington D. c., joined a volunteer fact finding tour to
Southeast Asia recently. The team, called 'Veterans
for Vietnam', visited Vietnam in 1967 and returned
this year at the request of President Nixon.
ELIZABETH
DEN HARTOG
has retired after a full career spent in the teaching field. The
last 23 years were spent teaching third graders in
the Hospers schools. Her first teaching assignment
was in a country school which served areas of Hospers, Archer, and Sheldon.
Miss Den Hartog attended many summer school sessions at the University of Northern
Iowa and in 1962 she received
her degree in elementary
education
at Northwestern. Her plans are not definite but she hopes to
take up some of her hobbies:
reading, sewing,
knitting,
and crafts.
DENNIS
DYKEMA
has been appointed
instructor
of Art at Buena Vista College in Storm
Lake. He earned the M.A. degree this summer at
the University of Northern Iowa. He taught art at
Charles City and Spencer before accepting his present position. Dennis has work represen ted in private
collections
in Vermont, California, Colorado, Minnesota and numerous
collections
in Iowa. He has
also participated
in one-man and group shows in
various towns in Iowa.
RICHARD
AUBERG
AND
DOROTHY
OLDENKAMP
Auberg are presently teaching in
the Public School system at Muscatine, Iowa. They
formerly taught at Iowa Falls.

'63
RICHARD
E. BAUER
graduated from Middle Tennessee State University in August with the
M. A. T. degree with emphasis on Social Science
and History.
DARRELL
W. VAN KLOMPENBURG
is
Captain in the U.S. Air Force serving at Andersen
A.F.B. in Guam. He is an avionics officer with a
unit of the Air Wea ther Service which provides
weather information
for military flight operations.
He earned his gS. degree in 1965 at the Iowa
State University.
He was commissioned
in 1967
upon completion
of Officer Training School at
Lackland A.F.n in Texas.

'61

'64

G. HENRY
VELDHUIS,
Physics and Chemis try instructor
at the Sheldon High School, received a Shell Merit Fellowship
for study this past
summer at Cornell University.
He was one of 45
science and mathematics
teachers from throughout
the United States to participate
in the program.
Tuition,
fees, and campus
living expenses
plus
traveling expenses and a cash stipend were provided
by the Shell Foundation.
Mr. Veldhuis earned the
M.N.S. degree with a major in Physics from the
University of Idaho in 1967 and did further graduate work at Kent State and the Philadelphia
College of Pharmacy and Science. He is married to the
former JANICE
HARTOG
'59.

LEON
the Service

KOSTER
has been discharged
after duty in Vietnam.

from

LEE WIERSMA
has accepted a position as
teacher at Hope Haven in Rock Valley. Lee has
taught six years at the Christian School in Orange
City.
JOHN
JUIST
is presently teaching vocal and
instrumental
music at Ledyard. His band has performed in the Tulip Festival at Orange City for two
years and his students have been highly rated at
music contests at Mason City, having received 29
firsts out of 33 competitors
John has been pursuing further graduate study at Mankato State College
in Minnesota. His wife is the former CAROL
ENDERSON
'66.
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'64

'66

LEROY
JAMES
VER MULM
earned the
M.A. degree in English at the University of Iowa in
August. His wife is the former
HAZEL
VAN
VELDHUIZEN
'65.

K. C. DANIEL
was awarded the Bachelor of
Divinity degree at Western Thelogical Seminary last
May. He will take further graduate study at Fuller
Theological Seminary in Pasadena, California.

KENNETH

WIERSMA

has been

named

Reunions

as-

Sgt. and Mrs. RONALD
VANDER
MEJDE
(CAROL
VANDER
ZWAAG)
spent two weeks
at home this summer. Ronald has been a radio cornmunications
operator
overseas at Okinawa for the
past one and one-half years and he will continue in
this capacity in his new assignment at Austin, Texas.
Carol taught school on the base at Okinawa for the
past year.

sistant principal at Jefferson High School of Independence, Iowa. For the past six years he taught
mathematics
there. He completed
work toward his
Master's degree this summer at Northwestern
University, Evanston, Illinois.
FRANKLIN
(BOB) DE HAAN
serves as
an instructor for electrical technicians at Northwest
Iowa

Vocational

School.

Bob has had more

AUDLEY
Early, Iowa.

than

thirty years of experience in many phases of the
electric field, for the past ten yean as electrical
contractor and owner-operator of the De Haan Sales

'65

AUDREY
BOELKES
isteaching5thand6th
grade social studies in the Floyd Valley Community
School system.
LORRAINE
JENSEN
WIERDA
M. A. degree in elementary
education
versity of Sou th Dakota in May.

earned the
at the Uni-

DA VID
KORVER
is working toward the
doctorate
in optometry
at Pacific University
in
Forest Grove, Oregon. Dave and his wife, JAN ICE
EDWARDS,
have three children.
ARLAN
DRAAYER
was selected Outstanding Young Educator
of the Year at Sioux Center,
Iowa by the Sioux Center Jaycees. Arlan teaches in
the sixth grade and serves as an assistant coach. He
has also served as recreational
director of a church
camp, is an active Jaycee member as well as a member of the First Reformed Church in Sioux Center.
His wife is the fanner Marilyn Van Wyk, daughter
of Professor and Mrs. LA WRENCE
VAN WYK
('36) of Northwestern's
faculty. The Draayers have
a son, Brian.
TING
HSIEN-CHANG
returned to his home
in Japan this summer and visited with his family
and also attended
Expo '70. Ting is presently employed at Vogel Paint and Wax Company
in Orange City.
LES DOUMA
has resigned his teaching position in Sibley to accept a position in Santa Ana,
California where he will teach mathematics
in Valley High School, a school of 2100 students. Lee will
also serve as first assistant basketball coach.
ARLEN
DE ZEEUW
is manager and coowner of "The Hub", a men's clothing store in
Hawarden, Iowa. He married Evelyn Boeve of Rock
Valley, an R.N. graduate
of Lutheran
Hospital
School of Nursing. Arlen has served a term as vice
president of the Chamber of Commerce, Chairman
of the Finance Committee
for the new clinic, and a
member of the United Good Neighbor planning
board. This year he is a member of the City Council. He and his wife are co-sponsors of the youth
group of the Community
Reformed
Church. He
spent a year in Vietnam with the Air Force. Arlen
and Evelyn have two children,
Wendy Sue and
Douglas Wayne.

is presently

teaching

at

ROLAND
JAMES
HULSTEIN
graduated
from the University of Nebraska in June. He received a Master of Social Work degree.

and Service in Orange City.

Four Northwestern
alums were recent graduates
of the University or Iowa Medical School: BENJAMIN
VANDER
ZWAAG,
LEE MARVIN,
JAMES
ROELOFS,
and DARRELL
DOORENBOS.
Ben and Jim are working in hospitals in
Fresno, California,
Lee is interning
in Roanoke,
Virginia, and Darrell and his family are in Spokane,
Washington
where Darrel is interning in the Deaconess Hospital.

KORVER

DAVID
JOE PEELEN
earned the MA. degree in Educational
Psychology and Guidance at the
University of South Dakota in May.

Junior College Class of 1930 Meet
Left to right: Helen Van Wechcl, Wilbur J. De
Jong, Alice Eringa Beltman.
Albert J. Heemstra,
Hester Cleveringa Vande Garde, Elmer Duistermars,
Adrian Schalekamp.

Several reunions of Northwestern
alumni were
held during the past year. The first was held early
last April in Holland,
Michigan,
sponsored
by
alumni at Western Theological
Seminary.
Seven
families and three single men attended.
according
to a report by K. C. DANIEL
('66).
In May, the Academy
class of 1926 and the
Junior College Class of 1930 met for a reunion at
the home of Mrs. HESTER CLEVERINGA
Vande
Garde in Orange City. Those attending
were Mr.
and Mrs. ELMER DEN HERDER,
Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Van Klompenburg
(CORNELIA STANDER),
Mrs. MABEL VER STEEG De Haan , Mrs. DOROTHY VANDEN BERG Wiersma, Mr. and Mrs. BERNARD WOBBEMA,
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Wood
(MARIA SPEELMAN),
Miss HELEN VAN WECHEL, Mrs. ALYS ERINGA Beltman, Mr. and Mrs.
ELMER DUISTERMARS,
Mr. and Mrs. WILBUR
DE JONG, ML ADRIAN SCHALEKAMP,
and ML
AL HEEMSTRA.
Several members of the 1920 Academy Class
were in Orange City at the time of the Tulip Festival and enjoyed dinner together. Attending
were
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Ruisch (ANNA MOUW), Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Gasser (ELSIE DE COOK), Rev.
and Mrs. HENRY KORVER,
Mr. and Mrs. HERMAN DE HAAN, and Mr. and Mrs. Al Vander
Berg (CATHERINE
ROZEBOOM).
The 1960 class of the Academy held a reunion
in August at Sioux Center. Attending were Mr. and
Mrs. DON DEN HARTOG, Mr. and Mrs. TOM DE
KOSTER, Mr. and Mrs. Ron Bradley (JOYCE FEDDERS), Mrs. Jerry Faber (GERALDINE
HAARSMA), Mr. and Mrs. DUANE VANDE BRAKE, Mr.
and Mrs. DENNIS VANDER MAATEN, Mr. and
Mrs. DON VANDE VEGTE, Mr. and Mrs. Cliff
Korver (GENEVA VAN ENGEN), LEE WIERSMA,
and Mr. and Mrs. Robert Rowenhorst
(NEL V A
DYKHUlZEN).

CARL D. RENSINK
works for the Columbia
Carbon Company
in California in the position of
Quality Control Supervisor. He lives in Rosamond,
California.
DAVE
AND
ARLENE
(CORNELIUS)
RAA K are now living in Redwood Falls, Minnesota where Dave is teaching school. He earned his
Master's Degree in Mathematics
at Colorado State
College at Greeley this past year.
WARREN
VANDE
BERG earned the Ph.D.
degree at Indiana
University
this past year.
He
has accepted a teaching position at Michigan University in Marquette for the 1970-71 year.
DALE
DE WILD earned the M.A. degree in
Sociology at Wayne State University in December,
1969. He presently works at Harper Hospital in Detroit,
Michigan.
He is married
to the former
PHYLLIS
BAKER.
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GARY
EDWARDS
and is presently attending
Dakota. Hiswifc,
MARY
ing at Akron, Iowa.

returned
from Vietnam
the University of South
HEEMSTRA,
is teach-

DOUGLAS
P. SCHELHAAS
is serving in
the IfS. Air Force. His wife is ELAINE
VAN
BEEK.
JAMES
G. REEVERTS
is employed
as an
accountant
at Rockford,
Illinois and Mrs. Reevetts,
the former VERNA
ROZEBOOM,
is teaching
third grade at Stillman Valley, Illinois. For the past
twenty months they have been residents of Anchorage, Alaska where James was stationed with the
U. S. Army.
A. JAMES
STREELMAN
earned the M. S.
degree in Microbiology
at the University of Iowa
in January, 1970.
KENNETH
JAY
BOOTE
graduated
from
the United States Army Engineer Officer Candidate
School at Fort Belvoir, Virginia, and has been commissioned
as second lieutenant
in the Adjutant
General Corps.
After training at Fort Benjamin
Harrison in Indiana,
he will be assigned to Fort
Lewis, Washington.
CARL REINKING
has been appointed assistant purchasing
agent at the Silent Sioux Corporation in Orange City. Carl's wife is the former
NANCY
HOLLINGA.
ROBER
T STAAL
served in Taiwan as an
editor of an Air Force newspaper. He was expected
to return to the States in September.
9
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Lt. ROSS BALLOU
was recently promoted
in the 101st Airborne Division to an educational
director. He gives educational advice and guidance
to over 12,000 servicemen serving in the 10ist Air-

A LLE N FA B ER has accepted a teaching position in Gehlen High School in Le Mars. For the
past year he has served as Orange City's Director of
Development
and Secretary
of the Chamber
of
Commerce.

DAVID
AND LINDA
(KLEINWOLTERINK)
BOLLUYT
attended
the University
of
New York at Brockport
this past year. Dave plans
to go on for his M. A. degree and then serve in the
Peace Corps.

TOM MENNING
recently completed advanced training with the Army at Fort Lewis, Washington and has been assigned to Korea.

WAYNE
SANDBULTE
is stationed in Dallas,
Texas working with the Marine Air Naval Reserve
Training Detachment.
He is due to be released
from the service in January, 1971.

borne Division.
KATHLEEN
KLOMPIEN
and her husband,
the Rev. Donald Klompien,
have moved to Zuni,
New Mexico where Rev. Klompien has accepted a
missionarv
pastorate. They formerly lived in Hull,
Iowa.
TERRY
ARENDS
is now serving as a high
school English instructor
at the Maurice-Orange
City High School. In addition to his duties in the
speech activities, he will also serve as assistant football and basketball coach.

LEON DRAAYER
is serving as assistant pastor at the First Reformed
Church of Sheldon in
fulfillment
of his year of internship
at Western
Theological
Seminary.
DANIEL
U. SMITH,
Airman in the U. S.
Army, has been at Keesler A.F.B. in Mississippi
training in the administrative
field. LO L IT A KAY
VANDER
VLIET
is Dan's wife.
PAT GARRISON
has been teaching in Brandon, Minnesota
since graduation
and in addition
serves as head football
and assistant
basketball
coach. His football team placed second in the Conference both years. Pat also plays with an independent
basketball
team representing
the Alexandria area which captured the Minnesota State "A"
tournament
championship
in March. The tournament involved 22 teams. Pat's team played four
games in 24 hours with five men and one substitute,
and Pat averaged 23 points per game. Season play
produced an undefeated
record.
JUDITH
RAAK
earned the M. A. degree in
French at the University of Iowa. She is presently
teaching
at Sligo Junior High School in Silver
Springs, Maryland.
CONRAD
VAN VQORST
has been promoted to airman rust class in the U.S. Air force. He
is a data specialist at Lindsay Air Station in Germany.
EVELYN
ARONSON
Blom earned the M.A.
degree in Mathematics
at the University of South
Dakota in May.
HAROLD
WAGENAAR
has been meritoriously promoted
to Lance Corporal. He is serving
with the U. S. Marines.
WILLIAM
J. VERDOORN
was awarded silver wings upon graduation from the U. S. Air Force
navigator
training at Mather A.F .B. in California
and was assigned to Vietnam.
ROBERT

SCHOEP

recently

received

his dis-

charge from the Army and is living in Denver where
he is employed as an accountant
with Arthur Young
and Company.
Mrs. Schoep (JOANNE
FTKSE)
is teaching part time.
ESTHER
SANDBULTE
and a fellow student from the University of Iowa arc spending this
year in Sydney, Australia in a search for new adventure. Esther is employed as an automobile
dealer's secretary and lives in a private hotel with sharekitchen
facilities in a Sydney
suburb adjoining
King's Cross, Sydney's "Greenwich Village."
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DALE
DUITS
is presently
teaching mathematics at South Sioux City, Nebraska.
While .at
Northwestern,
he minored in Art and since then has
displayed
many of his art works in various art
shows in the area.
JOHN SYMENS
isin Vietnam with the Armed Forces. His wife, the former SHIRLEY
LAMFERS,
is teaching in Britton, SOUUl Dakota.
MARILYN

DE

BOER

earned

the M.A. de-

gree in Education
at the University of Iowa last
June. Shc is presently teaching Junior High Special
Education classses in Elgin, Illinois.

The class of 1970
Some statistics
138 graduates
EnteredTeachingprofession 74
Graduateschools
2
Seminaries
17
Armedservices
14
Other employment
16
Housewives
6
A.I.M.
3
Unemployed
3
Unknown
3

54%
1.5%
12%
10%
11.!'%

4%
2%
2%
2%

ROGER
HUITINK
spent the summer
in
Taiwan teaching English and Bible to college students in a summer school program as part of an
assignment from western Theological Seminary. He
is now continuing
his studies at the Seminary.
GLEN
E. MOSS
has been commissioned
a
second lieutenant in the U. S. Air Force upon graduation from Officer Training School at Lackland
A.F.B. in Texas. He !1:lS been assigned to Laredo
A.F .B. for pilot training.
CAROL
VAN
WYK Schemper
was named
Outstanding
New Teacher of the Year in her area
schools. Carol teaches music in kindergarten
through
third grade in three schools in the Allendale, Michigan area. Carol's husband
LEE SCHEMPER;is
attending Grand Valley College in Allendale, Carol
is the daughter of Professor and Mrs. LA WRENCE
VAN WYK ('36)
DON RENS
graduated
from Iowa State University in May with honor distinctions
and a degree in electrical engineering. Mrs. Reus is the former
ARLYS
PANNKUK.
ROWLAND
(RICK)
VAN
HEUKELOM
has been appointed
Director of Development
and
Secretary of the Chamber of Commerce in Orange
City. He received his BA. degree at Central College
majoring in economics and business administration.
He is married to the former CONNIE
BIELEMA
who will continue her education at Northwestern.

BARRY
MEYLlNK,
U. S. Air Force Sergeant, has been assigned to the Philippines.
He is a
supply specialist and assigned to the 6200th Supply
Squadron,
a unit of the Pacific Air Forces, headquarters for air operations
in Southeast
Asia, the
Far East and Pacific area. His wife is LEAH
KROEZE.
MARK
MUILENBURG,
a graduate of the
University of Iowa's Nuclear Medical Technology
Program, is now an instructor in the Medical Technology Program and trains students in the preparation of radio pharmaceuticals,
in the use of detection equipment,
and in acquiring experience
in
medical research. The Iowa Nuclear Medical Technology Program consists of three regular college
years of pre-professional
studies and a twelve month
senior year devoted to professional education.
Mark
received special attention
in the Picture Magazine
supplement
of the Des Moines Regsiter last February. Mark's wife is the former
VICKI
LEHFELDT.
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MAR LIN VIS is attending the South Dakota
State University at Brookings. His wife, Sally Hoekstra, is working as a secretary in the biology department of the University.
PHIL

E.

VERMEER

State University
science.

graduated

from

in May with a degree

Iowa

in animal

DONALD
L. MOUW
received his discharge
from the Navy and has resumed
his studies at
Northwestern.
RONALD
BOUMA
earned the B. A. degree
at the University
of Iowa in Business Administration and Business Education.
Earlier in the year he
was pledged to the University of Iowa chapter of
Beta Alpha Psi, a national
honorary
accounting
society. Ron is now in the Armed Services.
AUDREY
PENNINGS
from the University of Iowa.

recently

ALAN
MENNING
is working
ant in St. Paul, Minnesota.

graduated

as an account-

LA DONNA
KRUSE,
married
to Roger
Kruse, is living in Little Rock, Iowa while her husband serves aboard the Aircraft Carrier USS John
Kennedy.
ROGER
VER HOEVEN
graduated from the
University of Iowa last May. He has accepted a position in the marketing
department
of Link-Belt
Corporation
in Chicago.
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BRIAN
the Navy.

BOONSTRA

is presently

serving in
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HELEN
SNEEP
of Utrecht, the Netherlands,
a student at Northwestern
in 1969-70 returned
to
her home recently.
While at Northwestern,
she
worked toward a major in Spanish and a minor in
German. She also conducted
a class in the Dutch
langauge for students and faculty on the campus.

"

.

New Dorm Named
The new women's dorm was dedicated in
honor of Fern Smith Rowenhorst
at graduation
ceremonies.
The dedication
plaque
below most adequately tells the story.

Did You Know???
Northwestern
College's Ramaker Library
is important to the intellectual and 10 the
cultural life of Northwest Iowa.
In the nine years from 196]-1962 to
1969-1970. total library holdings have gone
from

Group Organized
Last September

15th all business and
ill Orange City were
asked to "Share in Designing a Life" at
Northwestern
Collehe
professional

groups

Willis C. Rozeboom ('55) was this year's
"Northwestern
Days" Chairman; leading
and helping to organize a group of dedicated

business and professional
interests of the college.
Jack Vander

men to further the

Will ('46).

Goal of $15 ,000 and a Challenge Goal of
$ 20 ,000 were set.
More than $19,000 has been received ill

of interest.

It's likely

thai the $20,000 Challenge Goal will be superseded before the end of the year.

Our congratulations
and his dedicated

Committee

to Willis Rozeboom

band of workers!

for Northwestern

ing: left to right,

Bob Dunlop,

Days ~ StandOrange

City

Mayor, and Junior Sieber sma.
Seated: left to right, Jack Vander Wilt, and
Willis Rozeboom,
Chairman
Northwestern
Days and
merce.

Orange

City

volumes;

a 427%

Grant To Readers

('59) and Dr. Paul

Vander Kooi laid plans for the drive 10 solicit
Orange City's 115 businesses. A Victory

cash and statements

to 59,044

Mayor Robert

Dunlop, Junior Siebersma , Cliff Bogaard,
Paul Van Engelenhoven

13.800

increase. The number of periodicals has increased 350(;;:- over that same period.
Besides housing the Dutch Heritage and
Congressman Hoeven Collections. Ramaker
Library. as a United States Government
Depository, has a good selection of government documents.
In announcing
Ramaker as a select ive
government library, U. S. Congressman Wiley Mayne slated that Northwestern
Col- ,
lege's fine re pututron for academic excellence and the demonstrated
abtluy and experience of the prcfesstonul library staff
were material factors in achieving this new
stat us.
The only other govenunent
depository
in Northwest ern Iowa is the Sioux City
Public Library, forty-five miles distunt.

Chamber

of Com-

Dr. Theora England, received not ice
frorn the Iowa Arts Council that the North-

FERN SMITH HALL
Fern Smith Rowenhorst joined
the faculty of Northwestern Junior College in 1928. During her
tenure of service Miss Smith directed the work of the music department, initiated programs of
operetta and sacreddrama, taught
art and literature, and, in 1955,
was appointed Dean of Women.
Miss Smith resigned from active
teaching in 1961, the year Northwestern graduated its first fouryear class.
In grateful recognition of a
dedicated teacher and exemplar
Christian, be it resolved that the
new Northwestern girls' dormitory be named in honor of Fern
Smith Rowenhorst and that it
bear the name, Fern Smith Hall.
Approved and adopted by the
Board of Trustees of Northwestern College dated on the twentyfifth day of February, 1970.

Because Fern Smith taught here,
beauty is more easily recognized,
and creativity is less elusive.

western College Choral Readers will receive
a grant in funds for the 1970-7 J school
year. The government granl will be used to
extend the tour or the Choral Readers so
thai more Iowa schools, colleges and communities may have the privilege of hearing
quality classical and contemporary
choral
reading.
The Choral Readers is a group of 38
Northwestern
students who present their
selections augmented by costuming, ltght-.
ing, music, and dramatic movement. The
Choral Readers include originally arranged
materials selected from articles of contemporary magazines as well as classical selecnons.

College Named
In Muilenburg Will
The College has been named a major
benefactor of the estate of the Reverend
Mr. Hubert

S. Muilenburg.

The income from the generous bequest
is to be used for annual essay prizes for
students enrolled at Northwestern
College.
Students writing the best essays on one of
several Biblical topics,

designated

by Mr.

Muilenburg, are to receive prizes of seventyfive dollars and the students writing the
next best essays shall receive prizes of fifty
dollars.

The fund

Hubert

Samuel Muilenburg

Fund."

will be called "The

Bible Prize
II

LINDA

MARIE NOTEBOOM
De Ruyter
R. - Rock Valley

CONNIE LEE KAISER ('70)
Dever
R. - Laurel, Maryland
MILDRED VAN ROEKEL
Kieft
R. - Pella

marriages

RODNEY KREYKES
('72)

GENE HARMELINK

('65) and Sandra

De Boer

LINDA WIELENGA
Brake

('71) and Kenneth

Vande

FRED

VAN KEMPEN
Davis I
R.

PETER

-

New

('69)

and

Shelley

RONALD NETTEN
R. - Ames
Ann

(68) and Ruth Bloem-

KATHLEEN
theker

Zoet

('68) and Frank

Apo-

JANICE STEENBLOCK
(68) and Jerry Lee Thomas
R. - Orange City
MARY REEVERTS ('69) and Kenneth
R. - Ridgewood, New York
GLEN MUILENBURG
DA ('72)

Preuss

('72) and TRYNA

('66)

ROWLAND VAN HEUKELOM
BIELEMA ('70)
R. - Orange City

Gar-

('69) and CONNIE

and Robert

RAY MEYER ('70) and NOREEN
R. - Orange City

SCHUT

La-

('72)

ABERSON

MARYANN
BEUKELMAN
ard Ward
R. - Kew Gardens,
BERNARD
VAN ROEKEL
ARENTSON
('7 I)
R. - Orange City

and Robert

RONALD

('61)

GAALS-

and Rev. Rich-

1. 1., New York
('70)

and

Van Den

KETTH DE

MEUER

FAITH

BOVEN DAM ('66) and Marlyn Groen
R. - Leota, Minnesota

MYRNA LIM ('66) and Dr. C. Duane Youngberg
R. - Madison, Wisconsin
H. LEROY KRAAI ('63) and KAREN
('70)
R. - Cherokee

HOFFMAN

DE lONG

births

GREVING

('70) and GLENNA

MARCIA

HARRY TYSEN ('70) and LINDA AALBERTS
('70)
R. - New Brunswick,
New Jersey

GUN-

CAROLYN PALS ('73) and Randy Porter
R. - Omaha
RONALD VANDER
feldt

WEERD

ELLEN

('70)

and Jane Dall-

LEE BLOM ('72) and KIM SPRADLING
('72)
R. - Orange City
Sova

HAMMERSTROM
('72) and LEWIS
STRONG ('73)
R. - Somerville, New Jersey

NORMAN NIEUWENHUIS
VANDE HOEF ('72)
R. - Mission, Kansas
DANIEL BOOGA RD ('72)
HUL ('72)
R. - Iowa City

and BETTY

VANDEN

LOWELL GROEN ('69) and REBECCA
('70)
R. - Fort Campbell, Kentucky

JONKER

Vogel

NORMAN WOLF ('69) and CHER YL VERDOORN
('68)
R. - Orange City
KA Y KORVER ('67) and Robert
R. - Mason City

Mr. and Mrs. Rixhard L. Van Zee (DEANNE POST
'67)
Son - Brian Evan. Has a sister, Lynette, and a
brother, Michael
Mr. and Mrs. Anthony Rozek (ALICE DOUGLASS
'60)
Daughter - Amy Elaine
Mr. ('65) and Mrs BENNET
ANKER '64)
Daughter - Jill Marie

('67) and KERRY

DUANE HAACK ('69) and Robin
R. - Rock Valley

Michigan

MERLYN DE VRIES ('68) and BEVERLY
WYK ('68)
R. - Germany

and DONALD

('72) and Debra Vellinga

GARY SMIT ('70) and Jayne
R. - Zion, Illinois

and Ronald

('70) and KARLA

('71)

R. - Sioux Center

('70) and CAROL

STEPHEN BOVENKAMP
NINK ('72)
R. - Orange Ci ty

SIEPER-

HERMINA VANDER WILT ('66)
Point
R. ~ Boston, Mass.

DONLEY HUlTINK
('70)
R. - Holland,

KLEIN

PHILIP JAGER ('70) and DORIS GLEICHMAN
nI)
R. - Holland, Michigan

CAROL

DR. JERRY TE PASKE ('57) and Sue Foster
R. - Washington D.C.
BEVERLY LANGSTRAAT
rod
R. - Sioux City

LEE

BARRY EKDOM ('71) and Leah Vande Berg
R. - Iowa City

('65) and Henrietta

VAN DYKEN

VICKI

('71)

LLOYD TE BRINK ('70) and EMALEE
('71)
R. - Anita

FRANK L. BOEREMA ('70) and AUDREY
CHRISTOPHERSON
('70)
ROBERT W. DYKSTRA
R. -Hull

M.

NORVIN NOTEBOOM ('70) and REBECCA
GROEN e72)
R. - Orange City

Brunswick

VANDE STROET
endaal
R. - Rock Valley

and Gerrit

('60) and Henry Vande

BONNIE MOUW ('70) and
JONG ('71)
R. - Orange City

•

('68)

Meyers

Mr. and Mrs. Dwight Blankers
'55)
Son - Dwayne Edwin

FRERIKS

Mr. ('64) and Mrs. HOWARD
MILLER '65)
Daugh ter - Alexa Jean

ANDERSON

FOREMAN

Mr. ('68) and Mrs. DWAYNE
AHLERS '68)
Son - Kyle Scott

ALONS

VAN-

- Jenelle

and

Daughter

-

(JEAN

(JUDITH

(CLARICE)

KROON

'65)

Lynn

Mrs. DAVID

VOORDERMAN

HORN

(MAXINE

Mr. ('58) and Mrs. MARVIN
DE GROOT '58)
Daughter - Jennifer Dae

Mr. ('58)

('69) and Jane Jonker

GREGORY
FRANKEN
('69) and JUDITH
DER PLOEG ('68)
R. - New Brighton, Minnesota

(MILDRED

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Rol (AUDREY

DAVE HUITINK ('71) and Helen Harmelink
R. - Orange City

(SYLVIA

Mr. ('51) and Mrs. ROBERT
VANDE WAA '50)
Son - Robert Scott

Daughter

LAWRENCE VER STEEG
R. - Iowa City

BRETVELD

DE VRIES

(ERMA

'65)

Micca Beth

Mr. ('66) and Mrs. GARY
Son - Bradley Jon

DE KOTER

Rev. ('62) and Mrs. LEON !\ALBERTS
REINSMA '63)
Son - Joel Michael

(LEON
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Mr. ('64) and M". KEITH DE HAAN
Daughter - Sandra Kay

Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Garrod
STRAAT '66)
Son - Gran t Richard

ML ('68) and Mrs. TERR Y ARENDS
Son
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Eimas (JOAN DOPPENBERG
'64)
Son - Christopher
Marc
Mr. ('68) and Mrs. JAMES BOLLUYT
VAN STEENWYK '67)
Daughter

•
•

(KAREN

ML ('65) and Mrs. DENNIS
LIE FIKSE '66)
Daughter - Julie Ann

HARMELINK

ML ('65) and M". MARK
KLEINHEKSEL
'68)
Daughter
- Stephanie

DE HAAS

(NEL-

(BEVERLY

survived

('66) and Mrs. WILBUR
(JANICE WOLFSWINKEL
Daughter
- Nancy Jane

Mr. ('58) and Mrs. EDGAR
Daughter
- Nancy Ann

Mr. ('64) and M". VIRGIL HA VERDINK
Daughter - Michelle Ann
Mr. ('58) and Mrs. WESLEY
DE WEERD '63)
Son - Brian Lee

DE KOCK (PHYLLIS

Mr. ('55) and Mrs. ALVIN
'56)
Son - David Alan

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Schmidt (AUDREY DE BERG
'58)
Son - Jay Alan. Has a sister, Robin Jeree
Mr. and Mrs. Darrell Minten (MARILYN
Daughter - Racheal Anne
Mr. ('68) and Mrs. DENNIS
Daughter - Kristin Sue

NAITE

'64)

HU-

STEEG

JR.

TUB ERG EN

SCHAAP
(LILA

Mr. ('72) and Mrs. GLEN MUILENBURG
SIEPERDA '72)
Son - Chad Allen

TOP

(HARRIET

Rev. ('65) and Mrs. RICHARD
Daughter - Sherrie Ann

GOED-

REINDERS
(JEAN

Mr. ('68) and Mrs. PHIL BACH (NANCY
ENFELD '65)
Daughter - Tonia Kaye

DIER-

FACULTY

REV. and Mrs. ARTHUR DE HOOGH
Daughter - Michelle Marie
MR. ('48) and Mrs. GEORGE
Son - Nathan

KOERSELMAN

years of age,
illness. He is

and son, also a sister, Mrs.

(ANNABELLE
Waa

KRAAI

(KITTY

'36).

KLEIN

('06),

died May 21 at the age of 82. She is survived by a
daughter
RUTH
('62),
DR.CARLVANDEWAA
Ed Fisher (GERTRUDE

Mrs. Leo Grether; a son,
('37) and a sister Mrs.
KLEIN
'09).

RICHARD
DEAN
BURGGRAAFF
('67)
died May 24 at the age of 25 after a long illness.
After leaving Northwestern,
he received further education
at Nettleton
Business College and later
served as manager of Bardon's Investments at Cedar
Rapids and a teller at Northwestern
State Bank in
Orange City.
JEANE

LANGSTRAAT

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Mitts
HART '59)
Daughter
- Wendy

by his widow

John Heemstra

('32),57
a lingering

(TRYNA

Mr. ('69) and Mrs. JAMES NORDGAARD
BOOGERD '69)
Son - Lee Marvin

BIRTHS

KRAAI

15 following

Mrs. J. Vande

NETTEN

Mr. ('43) and Mrs. BERNARD
Daughter - Maria Jean

Mr. ('65) and Mrs. HANS AARSEN
Son - Thomas Harold

(LOIS

VER
'66)
VAN

Mr. ('55) and Mrs. NORMAN
Daughter - Candy Kay
(MARGO

J. RAYMOND
died August

Mr. ('50) and Mrs. DICK VERMEER
BERS '54)
Daughter - Susan Beth
Mr.

LANG-

DE VRIES

(A '98) passed away

NOORDHOFF

in Orange City on September
29, 1970, at the age
of 87. She was a graduate of Huron College and
taught in Alton and Boyden, and later taught high
school history and Latin in Platte, South Dakota.
Jeane, who spent 45 years as a missionary in Japan,
became interested
in the mission field as a child. In
1911 she was appointed
to serve in that country.
Her first assignment
was to Sturgis Seminary in
Nagasaki and from there she was assigned to Ferris
Seminary in Yokohama where she spent the rest of
her career. During World War II she worked among
displaced Japanese in the U. S. Jeane was highly
respected by her colleagues, students, and the Japanese community.
The past 18 years were spent in
retirement
in Orange City,
DR. M. SAMUEL
NOORDHOFF
(46) is Jeane's nephew.

Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Rader (CAR OLIN NEDERHOFF '67)
Daughter ~ Rachelle Lynn

Rev.
G RADUS
C.
AALBERTS
('34)
age 57, died of pneumonia
on April 23. He is
survived by his wife and five children.
Gradus
held the 13. A. degree from Calvin College and the
Th. B. from Western Theological
Seminary.
He
served as pastor of the Reformed Church in Ireton
for two years and then became superintendent
of
the Indian Mission in Winnebago.
From 1958 until 1964 he was in missionary work in Minneapolis
and then he returned to Winnebago and served as
pastor of the church there until his death.

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Oordt (BETH KOSTERS
Son - Timothy John Carlton

MARIE
MUYSKENS
Michigan in 1969.

Mr. and Mrs. Robert

Nelms (PHYLLIS

LUBBERS

'57)
Son - Robert

Matthew

Mr. and Mrs. Arlyn Kleinwolterink
MEESTER
'68)
Daughter - Lisa Joy

Mr. and Mrs. Elvin Johansson
STEEG '63)
Daughter
- Sarah Suzanne

(VERDELLE

(SHARON

Mr. and Mrs. Duane Laman (SHERYL
Son - Steven James

'69)
VER

JANSMA

Rev. WILLIAM
NEELY
in Old Lyme, Connecticut.

necrology

VERMEER

Mr. ('59) and Mrs. ROGER
Son

VANDER

Mr. ('64) and Mrs. GERALD
SCHUTT '64)
Daughter - Mindy Kay

SCHAAF

WIEKAMP

(SHARON

Mr. and Mrs. Gary Te Grotenhuis
'69)
Daughter - Kristen Ann

(LINDA

Mr. and Mrs. Larry Prins (JUDITH
Daughter - Pamela Jo

HOFMEYER

Mr. ('65) and Mrs. DARRYL
'66)
Daughter

- Heather

JUFFER

Rev. RAYMOND
C. LUBBERS
('18) died
May 20 at the age of 69. He served in the active
ministry of the Reformed Church in America for 40
years. He was a graduate of Hope College and Western Theological
Seminary.
He served pastorates
in
New York, Illinois, Wisconsin,

ROSS

('41) died

HAROLD
WISSINK
('37) 54, died Sept. 11
in Sheldon, Iowa following a heart attack.
After
attending
Northwestern,
Harold graduated
from
Morningside
College and received the M.A. degree
from the University of Chicago.
He taught school
for several years, was associated
with the Iowa
Farm Bureau, and for the past 11 years was manager of the Federal Land Bank Association in Sheldon.

'65)

Mr. and Mrs. Robert Van Pelt (FRAN KEY ENDERSON '67)
Daughter
- Michele Rae
Mr. ('46) and Mrs. EDGAR
Daughter

('02) died in Detroit,

He is survived by his wife,
Wissink ('37), a son, JOHN
MA R Y JO ('65).

MARY
E. EVANS
('70), and a daughter,

MERLIN
P. GOEBEL
Christi,
Texas on August

('31) died at Corpus
1 at the age of 59.

LEAH
Minnesota.

HASSELO

('58)

died

at Edgerton,

and Ohio.

'61)

VAAS (RUTH BLOM

JAMES

T. GROTENHUIS

('15) died July 6

at the age of 75 in Sun City, Arizona.
founder

of the Silent

City and served as chairman
death.

He is survived

ELLENGRA

He was the

Sioux Corporation

in Orange

of the board

until his

by his wife and a daughter,

Y GROTENHUIS

('44).
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Wrestling
at
Northwestern
Northwestern
began its first full season of
intercollegiate wrestling competition by defeating Dakota Weslyan University
20-19.
Since that opening meet, the "Red Raiders"
have beaten Buena Vista (21-14), Sioux Falls
College 126·121 and have lost to Southern
State by the score of 9·27. Although this
predominately
freshman
team makes mistakes, Coach King is quite pleased with their
progress to date, "If we can stay away from
injuries, by the end of the season we will
be difficult to beat." The top wrestlers for
Northwestern
have been Larry Meendering
and Dan Gray with 3 victories apiece and
Ken Kreig, John VanderWeerd, and John
Trotter
with 2 victories.

Sports
Soccer and Cross Country Make Their Bows
Take several foreign students and an old
soccer player and you have the making of a
new competitive sport. This is what happened this fall at Northwestern.
Professor Murphy, coach of the new team
who played the sport during Wheaton College
undergraduate
days, was the natural choice
for coach by the soccer loving foreign students.
After three weeks of practice the new
team was defeated by an experienced
Morningside squad, 1-0.
Although there is no official play, it is
hoped that this sport will grow in popularity.
In addition to Morningside and Northwestern, Westmar and Augustana field teams.
Northwestern
College players include:
John Wassen, Captain; Durooola Kongi, Assistant Captain; Awegechew Negash, Bob
Korapaty, T. M. David, Nail Bseisso. Keigh
Geense, Nicodemus Luate, Steve Copeland,
Reginald Kadakalath, Dale Kroon, Ed Spurr,
and Burt Luesink.
A Cross -Country Team started this fall
by Coach Jacobsen placed fourth in conference competition.
Jacobsen said the team
has great potential and looks forward to next
season. Team includes: John Hoffman, Waterloo, Iowa; Ed Aronson, Primghar, Iowa;
Bert Leusink, Clinton, Wisconsin; Phil Ramsey, Des Moines, Iowa; Bob Schut, Clinton,
Wisconsin; Keith De Boer, Orange City,
Iowa; and Bob Hoffman of Chicago, Illinois.

John Hoffman, Ed Aronson and Bert Leusink were the members of the squad that lettered for the 1970 season.

Northwestern Student
Sets New Records
Kelvin Korver, sophomore,
set three new
meet records for the discus.
Upsetting the previous South Dakota Invitational record for the discus throw of 155'
11" set in 1951 by Grothuis of Westmar,
Korver made a throw of 156' 11".
At the Corn Palace meet Korver threw
the discus 169' 9", outstripping by 7'9" the
former record of 162'. The previous record
was held by Kinsman of Iowa State and set
in 1969.
On April 14th at the Midland Invitational
Track Meet, Fremont, Nebraska, Korver
threw the discus 165' 11". The previous record of 163', set in 1969, was held by Mulvanney of Peru State.

Men's and Women's
T ennis Teams Plan
For Spring Competition
Tennis anyone? More than once this
familiar challenge has reverberated
in the
dormitories
of Northwestern
College in the
last four weeks. Although the spring tournaments are far off, tennis is again becoming serious business at Northwestern
as it
was in 1965 when Dave Kleis and Nick
Chong representing
Northwestern
won the
Tri-State Conference
Tennis Doubles Competi ton after competing an undefeated
season. With this in mind, Assocaite Professor
Donal F. Duggan, the coach of Northwestern will again be represented
in conference
competition.
Practicinq daily from 3:00 p.m, to 6:00
p.rn. and from 8:00 p.rn. to 9:00 p.rn. on
the college courts are: seniors, DuWayne
Hanke, Bill De Boom, and Kenneth Klay;
sophomores,
Harvey Van Veldhuizen,
Gordon Vander Schaaf, and Steve Copeland; freshmen, Art Zeilenga, Dan Frederick, Bruce Merrill, and Tim Sendee who
have qualified as members of the newly organized men's tennis team.
Junior, Mary Ver Steeg; sophomores,
Cindy Fliss, Carol Hector, Byrla Hensink,
Beth Siderius, Kally Tarrell; freshmen,
Barbara Burnell, Nell Hamilton, Sharon
Ubben, Lianne Van Wyhe have qualified
for the women's team.
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ALUMNI GRAND STAND
PROJECT A SUCCESS

Receipts:
N Club- - - - - - - - - - - - - -$1,723.13
Orange City Jaycees - - - - 500.00
Alumni Fund Gifts - - - - - 7,250.16
Total - - - - - - - - - - - - - $9,473.29
Disbursements:
Orange City Builders - - - - -$3,023.06
Orange City Redi Mix - - - 758.37
Vande Brake-Draayer Exca.
136.50
Don Mouw, Builder - - - - - - 555.36
Tolman Welding- - - - - - - - -5,000.00
Total

$9,473.29

Other gifts in time and supplies:
Vogel Paint and Wax
Iowa Public Service
County Engineers Staff
Private individuals

1970-71
In their fourth season under Coach
Korver, the NW football team compiled a six win and three loss record.
This was the third straight winning
season for the Raiders, and also their
third straight third place finish in the
Tri-State conference.
This year two new individual records were set and two more tied.
Junior flanker Dave Meylink set a
new record in pass receiving as he
caught 43 passes. He tied one record
by catching 9 passes against Bethel,
and another by scoring 4 touchdowns
against Westmar. The other new
record was set by sophomore guard
Norbert Bradley as he place-kicked
21 extra points.
Leading the Raiders in scoring
again this year was Steve King as he
scored 9 TDs for 54 points. Other
Raiders who scored more than 20
points were: Dave Meylink, with 42
points on 7 touchdowns; Dan Te
Grotenhuis, 5 TDs, 30 points; Norbert Bradley, 21 extra points and 2
field goals for 27 points; and Darrel
Wubbels, 4 TDs, 24 points. King was
also the leading rusher as he picked
up 685 yards on 155 carries for a 4.4
average. Second in rushing was sophomore Wubbels as he ran for 489
yards in 127 runs for a 3.9 average.
The passing leader for the Raiders
was freshman Curt Krull as he attempted 179 passes, completed 69
for 1002 yards and 13 touchdowns
while having 10 intercepted.

Footba II Statistics
valuable player. Denny is a four-year
Krull's favorite target was Dave
letterman for the Raiders, and has also
Meylink. The speedy flanker caught
been a starter for four years on de43 passes for 607 yards and a 14.1
yard average. Second in receiving was fense.
Also elected at this meeting were
junior split end Dan Te Grotenhuis as
the co-captains for next year. Elected
he caucht 13 passes and qained 252
as co-captains were Dave Meylink and
yards with an average of 19.4 yards
Steve King. Dave is a 3-year letterman
per catch.
and starter at flanker, while Steve is
In the kicking department, Wayne
also a 3-year letterman and starter
Lawrence kicked off 26 times for a
while playing halfback. The Beacon
51.3 yard average, and Norbert Bradstaff would like to congratulate these
ley kicked off 17 times for an average of 44.3 yards. Glenn Bouma, fresh- players and also the rest of the football team for having a fine season.
man linebacker, handled the puntinc
for a 31.2 yard average.
In returns Dave Meylink led in both
punt and kickoff returns as he returnSeason Totals
ed 7 punts for a 12.4 yard average,
and 10 kickoffs for 25 yards per reFirst downs
102
94
turn. Ron Jacobs also returned 10
Yards rushing
1174
940
kickoffs for 25 yards per retu rn. Ron
1204
1152
Jacobs also return 10 kickoffs and had Yards passing
Total yards
2378
2092
an average return of 21.9 yards.
Passing
84-214-13
72-193-20
I n defensive statistics, the leading
Punts
50-312
62-34.1
defensive point-maker was Norm Krull
Fumbles lost
16
19
as he had 170 defensive points for the
Yards penal ized 462
472
season. Other Raiders with over 100
defensive points were: Denny Van
Berkum, 159 ppints; Earl Bomgaars,
1970 Won·Lost Statistics
105 points; Denny Korthals, 103; and
Sept.
12
Central 20
There
NW 7
Kelvin Korver, 100. Ron Jacobs led in
Sept. 19 Dak. State 14 Homecoming NW 28
pass interceptions as he snared 5 of
Sept. 26 Dana 8
Here
NW 20
the opponent's aerials. Wayne LawOct. 3 Midland 0
There
NW 30
rence picked off 4 passesto finish sec- Oct. 10 SOOFalls 6
Here
NW 46
ond in pass interceptions.
Oct. 17 Yankton 41
There
NW 7
I n a team vote held the week after
Oct. 24 Westmar 15 There
NW 38
Oct. 31 Betherl
Here
NW 7
the season ended, the football team
Nov,
7
Concordia
48
Here
NW 20
elected Denny Van Berkum as its most

f
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~tYk.
NW's NEW CROSS COUNTRY TEAM
Back row, left to right: John Hoffman, Ed Arpnson, Bob Hoffman Coach
Jacobsen.

Front row: Bert Leusink, Bob Schut. Keith De Boer , Phil Ramsey.

First Look at NW's Fine Arts String Quartet, .. ,
From left: Bruce Mouw, LuAnn Genant, Mary Hofland, Diane Vander Stoep
16

Waverly Consort at NW in April

1970-71 FOOTBALL
Sept.
Sept.
Sept.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Oct.
Nov.

SCHEDULE

12-Central,
7:30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - There
19-Dakota
State, 7:30- - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~." - ", - - - Here
26-Dana,
7:30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - Here
3-Midland,
7:30 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - There
10-Sioux
Falls, 1:30-Homecoming
- - - - - - - - - - - -Here
17-Yankton,
7,:30 - - - - - - - - - ~ - . - - - - - - - - - There
24-Westmar,
7:30 - - - - - - - - - - -- - - " - - - - - - - There
31-Bethel,
2:00 - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -Here
7~Concordia,
2:00 - - - • - - - - - . - - - - - " - - - - - Here

,~ 1:,
"
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Vice-President..

Delbert De Haan '48
..WiIIis Rozeboom
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Dr. Lars 1. Granberg places Sumerian Tablet from Lega~ in Southern MeSOp<:ltamia
in the show' case in Ramaker Library. (Librarian Arthur Hielkema, right). The
ancient tabJet.was-;j gift to the college from Dr. Jame~Muil~nburgofSanFrancisco Theological Semlrlar_

'55

.... Myrna King '65
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Jack Vander Wilt' 46; Esther Aalberts
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'51; Don Vander Stoep '62; Dale Hubers '47.
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